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ABSTRACT

An Algorithm to extend sensor lifetime and energy is implemented for different scenarios of ad hoc and wireless sensor networks. The goal is to prolong the lifetimes of sensors, covering a number of targeted zones by creating subsets of sensors, in which each subset covers entirely the targeted zones. Probabilistic analysis is assumed in which each sensor covers one or more targets, according to their coverage failure probabilities. Case studies of different sensor subsets arrangements are considered such as load switching, variable target load demands as well as a perturbation in sensor planner locations.
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1. INTRODUCTION

One of the most widely used wireless networks are the Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) and Ad Hoc networks, which are implemented in numerous industrial applications for sensing physical signals and data. These wireless networks are advantageous to wired networks due to monitoring and controlling area with limited human intervene, the absence of fixed infrastructure, multi-loop communication, yet they suffer from some shortcomings but mainly from the portable energy sources of supply, being limited and irreplaceable. The main limitation of such wireless networks is portable energy consumption, and hence network lifetime. Other limitations also exist, such as computing ability, sensing range, storage capabilities, yet this study deals with the prospective case of only lifetime and energy.

With the arrangement of the sensor in the groups or subsets, redundancies are eliminated by allowing them to operate at different time intervals, but with different failure probabilities. In order to control network reliability, sensor subsets with network coverage failure probability less than a preset threshold value may be considered for this study’s proposed algorithm in eliminating redundancies [1].

Ad hoc and sensor networks are modeled using the deterministic network model (DNM) [2], in which there is a transmission radius of each node where pairs of nodes are always reached to their neighbors if their physical distance is less than this radius, while the rest of pairs are disconnected. Several empirical studies [3] tackled this case. Further study suggested that nodes are always connected via some probabilistic values, therefore all nodes can be considered reaching each other with certain probability [6].

Several options of related work are presented, such as dominating, clusters and graphs, to ease analysis. Methods such as Greedy-based, Genetic and probabilistic analysis are considered. Most of these algorithms and methods are outlined in the literature [7]. Based on well-known
algorithm, the ASP algorithm, many algorithms propose to organize sensors into subsets such that each set completely covers all targets, and scheduling the time to make these subsets activated so that one set is active any time instant, hence avoid redundancy. This would reduce energy waste and thus prolong lifetime. Several algorithms were implemented such as genetic, linear programming, greedy, scheduling techniques, to name a few [4] [5] [6]. However, another prominent problem in target coverage is how to improve reliability of the whole system, as due to environment, nodes may become unavailable or malfunction because of physical damage, lack of power, shadowing, fading.

A number of case studies and scenarios, are introduced for a general S-T (sensor-target) coverage situation, based on the α-Reliable Maximum Sensor Coverage (α-RMSC) problem, each with a special task in a step-by-step simulation manner [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14]. Further case studies such as variations of network load demand, switching of network load demand as well as variations in the locations of sensors covering target zones, were considered and simulated on Matlab platform [15] [16].

In this work, proposed algorithms for different scenarios and case studies with simulations are implemented. These cases include load demand switching of the targeted areas, orientation of sensors to fulfill energy conservation requirements, life extension depending on daily load life cycle. One sensor-target network study model is used for all case studies.

2. ALGORITHM OF SENSORS LIFETIME & TARGET ZONES COVERAGE

With the assumption of sensor subsets covering targeted zones, consider a number of sensors $S_i$ covering a different number of targets $T_j$ according to failure probabilities of $sf_{pij}$, the target failure probability $tfp$ for each target by one subset is

$$tfp_j = \prod sf_{pij}$$

(1)
and thus the whole network failure coverage is

$$cfp = 1 - \prod (1 - tfp_j)$$

(2)

where $cfp$ is coverage failure probability of a subset of sensors covering all targeted zones which is required to be less than $\alpha$; a predefined value set by user. Figure 1 demonstrates a case study of four sensors targeting three zone areas with different failure probabilities.

![Fig. 1. Two-dimensional view of four sensors targeting three zones.](image-url)
Hence, we want to maximize total lifetime of the network $T$,

$$T = \sum t_k w_k$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{(3)}$$

where $t_k$ is lifetime of each sensor subset which covers all targets with a certain coverage failure probability and $w_k$ is associated weight, which may be depending on external constraints. In order to calculate lifetime extension, it is assumed that a cyclic round of time slots related to each sensor subset is activated. It is noted that at any time, different subsets are energized during tile slots depending on their contributions. A subset with lower coverage failure probability would have larger time slot and be energized more. Different intuitive methods can be implemented to realize total lifetime extension, as depicted in Fig. 2.

Based on above equations, an implemented algorithm of basic case study of calculating lifetime extension is depicted in Fig. 3. Extra blocks are added for the different scenarios of case studies. In our basic system of four sensors and 3 targets, it can be seen that there exists 9 possible sensor subsets among 4 sensors which cover all three targets: \{1,4\}, \{1,2,3\}, \{1,2,4\}, \{2,3\}, \{2,4\}, \{1,2,3,4\}, \{2,3,4\}, \{1,3,4\} and \{3,4\}. A failure coverage probability of value 1 indicate no coverage to that target zone.
From eq. (1) failure probability of sensors to targets is calculated, then the network coverage failure probability is calculated from Eq. (2). All possible subsets covering all targets successfully, are checked with a predominant value of minimum failure coverage, denoted by $\alpha$, that is inputted by user, to get updated working subsets,

$$SSS=\{\{SS_1\}, \{SS_2\}......\{SS_r\}\}; \quad r \in [1, k]$$ \hspace{1cm} (4)

$SS=\{S_1, S_2,.........S_k\}$. There exist maximum $2^k$ subsets of $SS_i$, in which the algorithm identifies them. Different values of $\alpha$’s is chosen, with the higher $\alpha$ value the more subset choices. Various values of sfp for the individual sensors are selected to check their impact on network coverage failure probability, since these they are more effective than the effect of $\alpha$. Figure 4 demonstrates a sample of these case studies.
The first 2 cases are:

The next 2 cases are:

The overall result is represented in Fig. 5, as a 3D bar plot of the lifetimes verses the inputted coverage failure probabilities $\alpha$’s, for different sensor-target arrangements.

Figure 4. Lifetime extension of a 3S-2T network.

Figure 5. Lifetimes extension of 3 sensors of different failure probabilities.
Figure 6 depicts the improvement in network lifetime when the adopted ad hoc algorithm is implemented on a three sensors network covering two targets. It can be seen that the lifetime can be doubled or even more depending on the predominate value $\alpha$ inputted by user and also on the kind of sensor-target network arrangements, ranging from one to six targets.

![Network Timelength, T (3 sensors, 2 targets)](image)

Figure 6. Lifetime extension for a 3 sensors covering two targeted areas

3. **VARIABLE LOAD DEMANDS OF TARGETS**

Figure 7 exhibits three different types of polynomials describing the cyclic daily load demand by the targeted zones. One can estimate these polynomials from the timing of the measurement made.

![Target load polynomials for three day periods](image)

Figure 7. Target load polynomials for three day periods

We use this example as a case study for three different polynomials of the target demanded loads, measured at three different periods of the day. It is possible to consider more measuring points at any time slot, more accurately. In this case study we assume that a maximum utilized energy is reference unity, and hence the load demand can be only portion of this referenced value, and
therefore reserved energy is spared for periods when demanded. In this way, we can preserve energy and power from this assumption. Network lifetime will be extended as a result.

The relation between sending and receiving power in a free space condition can be in general expressed as,

\[ P_r(d) = P_t G_r G_t \lambda^2 / [(4\pi)^2 d^2 L] \] (5)

and for the non-free space

\[ P_r(d) = P_t G_r G_t h_r^2 h_t^2 / d^4 \] (6)

hr and ht are the heights of receiver and transmitter respectively.

Geometric constants Gr and Gt = 4\pi Ae /\lambda^2 for both receiver and transmitter,

Ae is effective distance aperture of the antenna,

\lambda is signal wavelength,

d is the covered distance by sensors

L is a lost factor,

Pt is the transmitted power.

Figure 8 shows a different polynomial degree of orders 0, 1, 2, and 3 that can be concluded from the above figure. One can note that sensor energy is linearly proportional with load switching of the targets. Hence, sensor contribution to the network is proportional to cyclic switching of the target loads.

In order to extend study for other scenarios, some considerations are taken into account for the above algorithm. We need to adjust the predominate network coverage failure value \( \alpha \) according to the following intuitive formulization,

\[ \alpha_{\text{new}} = \alpha_{\text{old}} + (1 - \max(L_i(j))) \] (7)

where \( L_i(j) \) is considered the different time slots in which the target is demanding load. This value is rounded up to a maximum value of 1 as an imposed reference. As a result, more sensor subsets are created, that will give more chances for the lifetime to be extended.

Hence, target failure probabilities of the j targets are increased by the cyclic load demands \( L_i(j) \)
expressed as follows,

\[ tfp_{i, new} = tfp_{i, old} + (1 - L_i) \]  

(8)

Further, the total sensors subsets lifetime \( T \) is calculated by summing of all time slots, i.e. \( \sum T_j \), in which \( T_j \) is portion of network lifetime preserved in interval \( j \), expressed as:

\[ T_j = i T_j / \sum L_i \]  

(9)

Hence the slotted network lifetime is increased by a factor of \( i \sum L_i \), which is due to the fact that maximum energy is linearly proportional to target time zones \( i/(t(j)) \). The total lifetime is computed by adding all lifetime slots of the switching load cycle periods, according to the area under the load demands.

As a case study, the algorithm is implemented on a number of target load demands, each having a polynomial of different degree, say 1st, 2nd, 3rd or 4th order. Five maximum measuring points are used in evaluating the polynomial of the target load pattern.

4. PROLONGING NETWORK LIFETIME VIA LOCATION PERTURBATIONS

Considering location perturbations in the sensor-target network, would lead to variations in the sensor failure probabilities. We want to reallocate or adjust sensors positions in order to prolong network lifetime. This is demonstrated in Fig. 9, and estimated as below,

\[ d_x = \sqrt{[d \cos(y) - r \cos(x)]^2 + [d \sin(y) - r \sin(x)]^2}^{0.5} \]  

(10)

Where \( y = \tan^{-1}(y_T - y_S) / (x_T - x_S) \), and \( (x_S,y_S) \) and \( (x_T,y_T) \) are the sensor and target coordinates respectively.

Hence it is needed to correct the sensor failure probability \( \text{sfp} \) as:

\[ \text{sfp}_{\text{new}} = \text{sfp}_{\text{old}} (d_x/d) \]  

(11)
Table I, shows the result of implementing the proposed algorithm on the studied sensor network case of three sensors targeting two zones,

Table I, Sensor location perturbations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensor-S</th>
<th>Target-T</th>
<th>(sfp)old</th>
<th>predominate α</th>
<th>Old-&gt;new coordinate of X</th>
<th>Old-&gt;new coordinate of Y</th>
<th>Lifetime improve</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>3→3.7071</td>
<td>3→2.2929</td>
<td>2→3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>2→2.3536</td>
<td>5→5.2929</td>
<td>1→3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>2→2.3536</td>
<td>5→5.2929</td>
<td>1→3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.1-0.6</td>
<td>2→2.3536</td>
<td>5→5.2929</td>
<td>1→2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.1-0.9</td>
<td>3→4.4142</td>
<td>5→6.5858</td>
<td>1→2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.1-0.2</td>
<td>4→3.3536</td>
<td>7→7.4824</td>
<td>1→2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following figure demonstrates the increase of network lifetime more than 200% in relation with the perturbation in position x-y coordinates, with three sensors and two targets. It can be deduced that there was no dominant effect on the sensor failure probability (sfp), which is valid even when values of different fixed and variable sensor failure probabilities sfp were chosen.

Figure 10. Sensor-target variations in locations (3 Sensors + 2 Targets)

Figure 11 depicts locations of sensors on one side opposite to the targets position on the other, whereas Figure 12 shows the same network with the targets surrounding all sensors in a circle round pattern. It can also be noted that network lifetime increased further when 20% variations in sensors
Figure 1. Sensor-target variations in locations (4 sensors + 3 targets)

Figure 2. S-T variations in locations (4 sensors + 3 targets), with targets surrounded targets

5. LIFETIME EXTENSION DUE TO SWITCHING LOAD DEMAND

It can be deduced that sensor power and consequently sensors energy are linearly proportional with the switching target load in demand, and therefore any target energy in demand will be reflected linearly on the energy of the sensor. A scenario is studied in which three different load demands used by the targets (in this case three), each with two different patterns of load demand. For example, for load demand it is 50% in period 1 and 90% in period 2, etc. As a result energy is saved or preserved for further load demand, which will eventually prolong the lifetime of the sensors.
In this work, three different conditions are assumed, that’s the new network coverage failure probability is adjusted as,

$$\alpha_{\text{new}} = \alpha_{\text{old}} + (1 - \max(L_i(j)))$$

(12)

$Li(j)$ is for all $i^{th}$ targets in the $j^{th}$ interval $t$, which is rounded up unity when exceeding limit, as we cannot get values greater than 100%. Hence target failure probabilities can be adjusted as follows,

$$tfp_{i, \text{new}} = tfp_{i, \text{old}} + (1 - L_i)$$

(13)

It is to be noted that if the above value exceeds 1, then it is adjusted to the maximum value of 1. Thirdly, the total subset lifetime $T_{\text{eq}}$ is calculated as before, i.e. $T_{\text{total}} = \sum T_j$. Therefore one can deduce intuitively that the time slots of the period lifetime is increased with the same proportionality of $i/\sum L_i$, because the default reference energy is equal to the number of target time slots $i/\sum L_i$. As an example, a random scenario is considered with two sensors and 3 target zones with 4 switching time periods of 20%, 30%, 40% and 10% of entire time. Random sensor failure probabilities are assumed. Different load demands for the individual target zones and for each period time are considered. This is depicted in Table II and III.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table II. 2S-3T failure probabilities</th>
<th>Table III. Four load periods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sfp 1</strong></td>
<td><strong>1</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sfp 1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sfp 2</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Target 3</strong></td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The target load demands for these four periods are selected as shown in Fig. 14, a case in which the load is random for each target zone and in each time period, with the target load for period 1 = \{30\%, 50\%, 100\%\}, period 2 = \{30\%, 80\%, 0\%\}, period 3 = \{40\%, 70\%, 0\%\}, and period 4 = \{10\%, 0\%, 100\%\}.

Figure 14. Cyclic target load demand for four periods of a 2S-3T network

The load distribution of the load target demand for this example is shown in Fig. 15, in which the energy lifetime reference is increased to 2.3256. Each load period shares the total lifetime increase. It would be advantageous to switch sensors according to the proposed algorithm, following targets load in demand over several time periods, in order to increase network energy and lifetime in which only constant changes of load were considered in this study.

Figure 15. Lifetime distribution of a 2S-3T network with 4 switching load periods

Ten simulation cases are considered for simulating the target load switching scenarios as depicted in Table IV. Two load switching periods are assumed in all cases except for case 10, in which 3 periods are considered. Different target load percentages are studied in these switching periods.
Table IV. Listing of different cases studied

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Case Study</th>
<th>Lifetime-Energy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>L1=100%, for both periods</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L2=100%, for both periods</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>L1=0%, for both periods</td>
<td>∞</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L2=0%, for both periods</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>L1=50%, for both periods</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L2=50%, for both periods</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>L1=30%, for both periods</td>
<td>3.2258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L2=70%, for both periods</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>L1=70%, for both periods</td>
<td>5.2632</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L2=30%, for both periods</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>L1=30%, for T1, 70% for T2</td>
<td>2.8571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L2=70%, for T1, 30% for T2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>L1=70%, for T1, 30% for T2</td>
<td>2.8571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L2=30%, for T1, 70% for T2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>L1=0%, for T1, 100% for T2</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L2=100% for T1, 0% for T2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>L1=100%, for T1, 0% for T2</td>
<td>9.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L2=0% for T1, 100% for T2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>T1</td>
<td>T2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L1</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L2</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L3</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It can be noted that different increase in lifetime-energy, is obtained in all cases. For example, an increase of 3.2258 in energy-lifetime reference is obtained with L1=30%, L2=70%, but when these load demand figures are swapped to 70% and 30%, energy-lifetime reference was increased to 5.2632. This discrepancy is due to the two different switching time periods of 20% and 80% respectively. Thus a reduction in the predominate time period would result a larger energy reserve. In case 10, a random scenario is considered with two sensors and 3 target zones with 4 switching time periods of 20%, 30%, 40% and 10% of the entire time. Random sensor failure probabilities are assumed. Also different load demands for the individual target zones and for each period time are considered. Energy-lifetime reference is increased to 2.3256.

6. CONCLUSION

Algorithms of different scenarios of wireless sensors networks, covering a number of target zones have been implemented and simulated with different scenarios of case studies, such as numbers of sensors and targets, location perturbations, daily load demands for the individual target zones and switching load demands, in which it is found that the energy-lifetime reference is increased to 200-300%. This paper is a summary of all results obtained from previous case studies conducted by the author.

A number of different cases of target load profiles, as well as a number of switching periods of the sensors subsets, are considered. Target load demand profiles are assumed with different polynomial degrees ranging from 0 to 4. The network lifetime is increased to 2.8574 times the
lifetime when no switching is imposed. Among the different switching scenarios, one which two sensors and 3 target zones with 4 switching time periods of 20%, 30%, 40% and 10% of entire time, is considered, with random sensor failure probabilities. The lifetime is increased in all cases.

Perturbations in the S-T location of different S-T network configurations are studied such as in-line sided sensors-targets, and sensors surrounded 360o by targets. The lifetime is increased more than double fold. Maximum network is attained when only around 20% variation in sensor coordinates are made.
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